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Abstract 
Among many reinforcement learning methods, FALCON is a machine learning method which is an extend fuzzy ART(Adaptive Resonance 
Theory), and can appropriately  discretize a state space. FALCON is an on-line method proposed by Ah-Hwee Tan. It can discretize a state 
space and learn action rules simultaneously by learning relations among percepts, actions, and rewards. In this study, a learning agent using 
FALCON is interactively trained, and the learning effect is measured through experiments. In experiments, the learning agent learns by playing 
50,000 card games of “Hearts” against three rule-based agents. Then, the interface that agents can interactively play the game with human 
cooperators is made so that human cooperators can play the game against the learning agent to strengthen it. It continues learning during games. 
The effectiveness of interactive learning is ascertained through the experiments. 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of KES International. 
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1. Introduction 
In recent years, many studies of an artificial intelligence have been carried out. An artificial intelligence is the field to let a computer 
perform human intellectual activity. The technology of artificial intelligence is widely used in the field such as games or robotics1,2,3. 
Reinforcement learning attracts attention as effective means for autonomous control rules acquitting in learning agents fitting environments 
autonomously. Under the environment of an agent, in the real world, the perceptual inputs that the agents perceive are presented in a variety 
of forms such as words, symbols, and continuous real numbers. To apply reinforcement learning efficiently in such environments, 
it is necessary to construct an appropriate state space of percepts. Methods which construct an appropriate state space of percepts 
can be roughly divided into off-line methods and on-line methods4,5. Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) is one of the on-line 
methods, and there is the FALCON6,7 which extend ART. 
In this study, we conduct learning experiments that let an autonomy agent using the FALCON6,7 learn interactively through 
playing a card game with human. FALCON is an on-line method proposed by Ah-Hwee Tan. It can discretize a state space and 
learn action rules at the same time by simultaneously learning relations among percepts, actions, and rewards. Specifically, an 
autonomous agent learns action rules that are most suitable for environment by learning categories associating percepts with 
actions by which the agent can get rewards. When it gains a positive reward, the association between current perceptions and action is 
reinforced. When it gains negative reward, the association between current perceptions and actions is weakened. 
Two-person perfect-information games such as “go” and chess have attracted most attention in the studies of artificial intelligence. Two-
person perfect-information game is played by two players, and all situation information are given. In contrast, games played by more than 
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three players, and including uncertain information, are called multi-player imperfect-information games. In general, imperfect-information 
games are more complex than perfect-information games, because the players lack information about the other players, and stochastic 
factors are also involved. Studies have shown that FALCON is effective in both perfect- and imperfect-information games8,9. 
In this study, we conduct experiments using a card game Hearts to evaluate the effectiveness of FALCON for multi-player imperfect-
information games. 
In this study, we let learning agent using FALCON learn interactively, and aimed to measure the learning effect. Specifically, we let 
learning agent play 50,000 games against three rule-based agents. The rule-based agent is an agent equipped with rules from gnome-
hearts11. We intend to reinforce the learning agent through playing the game against human cooperators of this study, and confirm the 
effectiveness of interactive learning by the experiment. For that purpose we made the interface that agents can interactively play 
games with cooperators. 
2. Reinforcement Learning with FALCON  
2.1. Reinforcement Learning 
Reinforcement learning is a machine learning method to fit an agent to an unknown environment through trial and error. 
Unlike a general supervised learning, a teacher indicating the explicit action output for the state input does not exist in the 
reinforcement learning and an agent learns utilizing reward that is scalar information instead. Reinforcement learning intends to 
learn appropriate action rules by repeating interaction with the environment. 
2.2. The leaning method of the agent 
FALCON is an machine learning method extended fuzzy ART, and originally proposed by Ah-wee Tan6. FALCON consists of 
connecting plural fuzzy ART by category field. In FALCON, an agent derives action rules by alternately executing a selecting 
phase (selecting an optimal action by percepts) and a learning phase (updating selecting action rules based on rewards given after 
the action is performed). 
The architecture of FALCON is shown in Fig.1. FALCON has an architecture in which a sensory field(SF), a motor field(MF), 
and a feedback field(FF) are connected at a cognitive field(CF). In a selecting phase, FALCON is given current perceptions and an 
ideal reward, and selects category that most strongly associate current perceptions and an ideal reward. Then FALCON selects action that is 
most strongly associated with the category. In a learning phase, updating selecting action rules based on rewards given after the 
action is performed. 
 
The following are term necessary to explain the FALCON. 
 
Input vector: 
When an autonomous agent has M sensors, M neurons that receive inputs  from the M sensors are 
built in at SF. The motor field receives a vector  corresponding to actions chosen by the agent, where P is the 
number of actions. Elements s of the vector A are set as follows: if action k is chosen, and  otherwise. FF 
has two neurons; one receives reward r and the other receives , where  is the reward that the agent receives. 
 
Active vector: 
Active vectors such as percept, action and reward vectors are expressed with .  is a percept vector,  is an action 
vector, and  is a reward vector. 
 
Weighting vector: 
Weighting vectors are expressed with . The cognitive field CF has L neurons. Neuron  in CF is 
connected to neurons in SF, MF, and FF with weighting vectors , , and 
.   FALCON learns the relations among percepts, actions, and rewards by updating weighting vectors 
, , and , respectively. 
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Fig. 1. The architecture of FALCON. 
 
Parameter: 
Parameter used in FALCON is similar to fuzzy ART. (k=1,…,K) is a positive parameter. [0,1](k=1,…,K) is the 
speed parameter. Under =1, [0,1](k=1,…,K) is the caution variable. 
 
The following is the algorithmic details of each phase. 
 
Selecting phase 
1. We set active vector as follows: =S, =N( =1 at all i), =(1,0). 
2. We compute the link between active vectors and weighting vectors by (2.1). 
3. We determine a winner neuron J by (2.2). 
4. In the chosen neuron J, we determine action vector by (2.3). 
5. We determine the action I by (2.4). 
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Learning phase 
1. When the feedback is positive after action phase, we set active vector as follows: Xc1=S, Xc2=A=(a1,a2,…,am),             
and Xc3=(1,0). But, aI=1, ai=0(iI). When the feedback is negative after action phase, we set active vector as follows: 
Xc1=S, Xc2= , and Xc3=(0,1).  is the vector that reversed the value of each bit of A. 
 
2. In the chosen category J at selecting phase, we compute the similarity between  and  by (2.5) using 
caution variable . 
 
3. If any one of (2.5) does not hold, we set the value of  for 0 and look for the category whose value of  has a 
big next. If a category to satisfy (2.5) does not exist, then a new category is added. 
 
4. If (2.5) hold, then the weighting vectors are updated according to (2.6). 
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 is a parameter called the caution variable. It is set in the range of 0 to 1. When  is near to 1, the careful division is carried 
out, and the coarse division is performed when 0 is near. All weighting vectors are initialized to 1. The binary operator ҍ used in 
(2.1), (2.5), and (2.6) is fuzzy AND operator, and defined as follows: (XҍWj )=(min(x1,w1j ), min(x2,w2j ),…, min(xn,wnj )). In 
general, the value of  is 1, and we call this quick learning. When < 1, the weight vectors WJ are modified step by step, based on 
current values. 
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Update of weighting vector 
We determine the speed parameter  used in (2.6) which is the update  method of weight vectors. This is set as well as 
precedent study10, as follows: 
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3. Hearts 
3.1. Rule 
Hearts is normally played by four players, using the standard 52-card deck. The higher card in the suit wins, in the following 
strength order: A (high), K, Q, …, 4, 3, and 2. There is no superiority or inferiority between suits. Each player gets 13 cards and 
must play a card from his/her hand at his/her turn. A trick starts when a player plays a card, followed by each of the other players 
in a clockwise direction. A game is completed after 13 successive tricks have been played. In each trick, the card played by the 
first player is called a leading card, and that player is called the lead player. The objective of Hearts is to hold the fewest penalty 
points at the completion of the game. 
 
A game goes by repeating the following flows. 
 
Except the first trick, a player who won takes over cards played in the last trick, becomes a lead player, and plays any 
card in the new trick. At the first trick, 2 is the leading card, and the player who possesses it becomes the lead player. 
But, the lead player can’t play a card of suit  until breaking hearts occurred as long as the lead player has no cards of the 
suit other there . 
Other players play a card of the suit same as the leading card. But, a player can play a card of any suit only when 
he/she don’t possess the suit of the leading card. At this time, playing a card of suit  is called breaking hearts. 
After finishing one trick, the player who played a card whose strength is highest in the suit same as a leading card take 
over all cards (they are not added to cards in hand). 
 
After a game is finished, a winner is decided by the penalty points that each player got. Penalty points are based on the cards 
held, as follows: Q is worth 13 points, and each other  is 1 point. The sum of penalty points is smaller, the better. 
4. FALCON
Following are percepts and actions the agent is given. 
 
Percepts 
Percepts the agent is given are expressed with following 20 dimensions. All the information is expressed with 2 values such 
as 0 or 1. 
(1): Whether there is even one opponent player who has a strong  than the strongest  in our agent’s hand. The value is 1 
when the condition is held; otherwise, it is 0. From (2) to (4) are defined equally. 
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(2): Whether there is even one opponent player who has a weaker  than the strongest  in our agent's hand. 
(3): Whether there is even one opponent player who has a stronger  than the weakest  in our agents' hand. 
(4): Whether there is even one opponent player who has a weaker  than the weakest  in our agent's hand. 
(5)-(6): Bit string to indicate the state of Q. 
The value is 11 when our agent has the card, 01 when that card is played in the current trick, 10 when opposing 
players have it, and is 00 when it has been played. From (7) to (10) are defined equally. 
(7)-(8): Bit string to indicate the state of K. 
(9)-(10): Bit string to indicate the state of A. 
(11)-(20): Bit string to reverse each bit from (1) to (10). 
 
Kind of action 
The action of the agent is following 29 kinds. 
 
1: If the leading card is , then play the strongest  in weaker cards than the strongest  playing in the current trick. 
2: If the leading card is , then play the strongest . 
3: If the leading card is , then play the weakest . 
4: If the leading card is , then play the strongest  in weaker cards than the strongest  playing in the current trick. 
5: If the leading card is , then play the strongest . 
6: If the leading card is , then play the weakest . 
7: If the leading card is , then play the strongest  in weaker cards than the strongest  playing in the current trick. 
8: If the leading card is , then play the strongest . 
9: If the leading card is , then play the weakest . 
10: If the leading card is , then play the strongest  in weaker cards than the strongest  playing in the current trick. 
11: If the leading card is , then play the strongest . 
12: If the leading card is , then play the weakest . 
13:  If there is no card where suit is the same as that of the leading card, then play Q. 
14: If there is no card where suit is the same as that of the leading card, then play the strongest . 
15: If there is no card where suit is the same as that of the leading card, then play a card according to follow rules: 
(1) When the leading card isn’t  
Play a stronger card of K and A if there is even one of K and A in hands and Q has been played. 
 
       (2)   When the leading card is  
 The agent determines the suit which has the strongest card in all of suit and has the least the number of cards, 
and plays the strongest card from that suit. If there are some of such cards, play a card according to the following 
order: ,  , , and . 
 
16: If the agent is a lead player, then play the strongest . 
17: If the agent is a lead player, then play the weakest . 
18: If the agent is a lead player, then play  randomly without the strongest and weakest one. 
19: If the agent is a lead player, then play the strongest . 
20: If the agent is a lead player, then play the weakest . 
21: If the agent is a lead player, then play  randomly without the strongest and weakest one. 
22: If the agent is a lead player, then play the strongest . 
23: If the agent is a lead player, then play the weakest . 
24: If the agent is a lead player, then play  randomly without the strongest and weakest one. 
25: If the agent is a lead player, then play the strongest . 
26: If the agent is a lead player, then play the weakest . 
27: If the agent is a lead player, then play  randomly without the strongest and weakest one. 
28:If the agent is a lead player, then play the weakest  in weaker cards than Q. 
29: If the agent is a lead player, then play the strongest  in weaker cards than Q. 
 
The action chosen by our agent is only the action that can perform from a hand. For example, the agent can’t choose action 1 
when a following condition: a leading card is , and there is no card where the weaker cards than the strongest  playing in the 
current trick. 
 
Feedback 
We determined the feedback as follow: 
 
Negative feedback:  the learning agent obtained penalty points. 
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Positive feedback:   otherwise. 
 
Using multiple FALCONs 
We divided 1 game into 5 as 1st to 3rd, 4th to 6th, 7th to 9th, 10th to 11th, and 12th to 13th trick, and used independent 
FALCONs for each of them. 
 
5. Interactive learning experiment 
5.1. Overview
In this section, we explain experiments using “Hearts” based on rules introduced in subsection 3.2. We show parameters used 
for this experiment in Table 1. We used the same parameter values as the precedent study10. 
 
                    Table 1. Parameters used for the experiment 
FALCON 
Parameter caution variable 
	c1 	c2 	c3 c1 c2 c3 
c1 
c2 
c3 c1 c2 c3 
0.001 0.001 0.001 1.0 variable 0.001 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.99 0.0 0.5 
5.2. Interface 
 In order to examine the effect of learning from games against human players, we made the interface so that agents can 
interactively play the game with a human player. As a function, the interface can set the kind of an agent as an opponent and 
display a rank order, the number of penalty point, and the penalty ratio at the end a game. We show game screens during a game 
and at the end of a game in Fig. 2, and Fig. 3, respectively. 
5.3. Comparison of agents 
In this section, we compare the strength of a Monte-Carlo agent, a learning agent, and a rule-based agent. Note that an agent is 
stronger as the average penalty ration is lower. 
 
An agent used in this experiment. 
 Rule-based agent11 
The rule-based agent determines a playing card with rules extracted from gnome-hearts. First, we used random 
agents as opponent players. The random agent determines a playing card randomly, following the game rules. The 
average penalty ratio is the ratio of penalty points obtained by each agent to a total of 26 points in one game. When two  
 
Fig. 2. the game screen at the time that players are playing a game 
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Fig. 3 the game screen at the time that players are playing a game 
random agents played the game against two rule-based agents, the average penalty ratio of the random agent was 0.3637 
and that of the rule-based agent was 0.1363. Therefore, the random agent obtains penalty point approximately around 
2.7 times of the rule-based agent on the average, and the rule-based agent is stronger than the random agent. 
 Monte-Carlo agent12 
The Monte-Carlo agent determines a playing card using the UCT algorithm developed for Monte-Carlo simulation. 
The Monte-Carlo agent chooses a playing card based on the action with the best evaluation, after running Monte-Carlo 
simulations for a predetermined number of games. 
 
We carried out experiments where a learning agent using FALCON learns through playing 50,000 games against 3 rule-based 
agents. Figure 4 shows the change of the average penalty ratio of every 1,000 games. We can confirm from Fig. 4 that the 
average penalty ratio of the learning agent is 0.238 and that of rule-based agent is 0.254 after 50,000 games, which indicates that 
the learning agent is stronger than the rule-based agent. 
At first, the learning agent is trained by playing 50,000 games against three rule-based agents. We conducted experiments 
where this agent plays 100,000 games against three rule-based agents and three Monte-Carlo agents respectively, and two rule-
based agents play 100,000 games against two Monte-Carlo agents. Table 2 shows the average penalty ratios for 100,000 games. 
According to Table 2, the learning agent obtains the penalty ratio approximately 1.18 times of the Monte-Carlo agent on the 
average, and 0.94 times of the rule-based agent. The rule-based agent obtains the penalty ratio approximately 1.15 times of the 
Monte-Carlo agent. 
         Table 2. Comparison of average penalty ratios 
The average penalty ratio 
Learning agent Rule-based agent 
0.238 0.254 
Learning agent Monte-Carlo agent 
0.283 0.239 
Rule-based agent Monte-Carlo agent 
0.258 0.225 
Thus, the relative strength of the learning agent, the rule-based agent, and the Monte-Carlo agent becomes in the following 
descending order: the Monte-Carlo agent, the learning agent, then the rule-based agent. 
5.4. Interactive Experiments 
In subsection 5.3, we described the experiments of comparing the Monte-Carlo agent, the learning agent, and the rule-based 
agent. In this section, we describe the experiments of comparing human players with these agents. 
In the experiments, 8 students played games against the agents. At First, human player played 50 games against three learning 
agents, and then the average penalty ratio of 50 games is calculated. Table 3 lists the average penalty ratios obtained after 50 
games. We also summarize the average penalty rations of 50 games in Table 4 when humans played 50 games against three 
Monte-Carlo agents. 
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Fig. 4. Change of the learning agent learning 
 
 
According to Table 3 and 4, the experiments show the result that all humans are stronger than the learning agent because the 
average penalty ratio of human player is smaller than that of the learning agent, and human players except C, D are stronger than 
the Monte-Carlo agent. From this result, the strength and weakness relations shown in subsection 5.3 are holding. 
                 Table 3. The average penalty ratio when humans played 50 games against the learning agents 
 The average penalty ratio 
Human player Learning agent 
A 0.1428  0.2856  
B 0.1958  0.2681  
C 0.2150  0.2617  
D 0.2012  0.2662  
E 0.2302  0.2565  
F 0.1850  0.2715  
G 0.1290  0.2903  
H 0.1254  0.2915  
 
                 Table 4. The average penalty ratio when humans played 50 games against the Monte-Carlo agents 
 The average penalty ratio 
Human player Monte-Carlo agent 
A 0.1892  0.2702  
B 0.2162  0.2613  
C 0.2850  0.2383  
D 0.2706  0.2429  
E 0.2232  0.2589  
F 0.2504  0.2533  
G 0.2474  0.2509  
H 0.2088  0.2637  
 
5.5. Experimental results 
In these experiments, we divide 8 cooperators into group1 and group2 as the following Table 5. Human players who defeat 
the learning agent and the Monte-Carlo agent belong to group1. Human players who defeat the learning agent, but who are 
defeated by the Monte-Carlo agent belong to group2. 
 
                                                                           Table 5. Human players of each group 
Group1 E, B, G, H, A 
Group2 C, D, F 
 
For reducing the difference of the number of human players between groups, F whose the average penalty ratio was the 
relatively same as the Monte-Carlo agent moves to group2. The order of the alphabet is arranged average penalty ratio computed 
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from Table 3 and Table 4 in descending order. They play the game against learning agents with this order. The actions expect 
that the learning agent becomes stronger as the games increase, and the learning of the agent becomes effective by playing 
against the stronger human players as the number of games. 
Each human player of each group plays 100 games against two rule-based agents and one learning agent. When the human 
finished 100 games, the next human player continues to play games. We define one lap as the state that all human players of a 
group have played 100 games. Human players play 2 laps, that is, 200 games per one human player. We summarize human’s and 
each agent’s average penalty ratios of every 100 games in Table 6 and 7 respectively. 
We see from Table 6 and 7, in the group1, the average penalty ratio of the learning agent is 0.250 at 1st person, but it becomes 
0.322 at 10th person. In the group2, the average penalty ratio of the learning agent is 0.252 at 1st person, and it becomes 0.257 at 
6th person. It is fewer change than group1.  
Using action rules that the learning agent obtained every 10 games, the learning agent plays 50,000 games against three rule-
based agents. We show the change of the average penalty ratio of every 10 games in Fig. 5. In the group2, the average penalty 
ratio of the learning agent gradually decreases. In the group1, the average penalty ratio of the learning agent gradually increases. 
In this study, the learning agent using FALCON is interactively trained. In the groupձ, the learning agent comes to obtain 
more penalty points through learning. The authors consider that as the reason of above result, the learning agent obtains a 
negative feedback because human players are too strong. Obtaining a negative feedback, the learning agent learns the behavior 
for avoiding penalty points, and cannot learn offensive actions to put penalty points to opponents. 
 
 
Table 6. The average penalty ratio of each agent and humans in group ձ 
 The average penalty ratio 
Human player Learning agent Rule-based agent 
1st 0.2314  0.2504  0.2681  
2nd 0.1872  0.2150  0.2988  
3rd 0.1867  0.2740  0.2700  
4th 0.1363  0.3194  0.2724  
5th 0.1627  0.2850  0.2762  
6th (second lap) 0.1853  0.2715  0.2716  
7th 0.1846  0.2719  0.2717  
8th 0.2514  0.2989  0.2248  
9th 0.1790  0.3007  0.2603  
10th 0.1418  0.3219  0.2681  
 
Table 7. The average penalty ratio of each agent and humans in group ղ 
 The average penalty ratio 
Human player Learning agent Rule-based agent 
1st 0.1838  0.2519  0.2822  
2nd 0.2629  0.2193  0.2589  
3rd 0.1870  0.3088  0.2521  
4th (second lap) 0.1614  0.2772  0.2806  
5th 0.2261  0.2470  0.2634  
6th 0.1595  0.2570  0.2918  
 
In the group2, the learning agent was reinforced to some extent. The authors consider that as the reason of result, the learning 
agent obtains the feedback of a moderate positive and negative because humans are stronger than the learning agent and are 
weaker than humans of group1. 
When the human who becomes the opponent of the learning agent is not too weak, and isn’t strong so as the learning agent 
can’t win at all, the learning agent can perform efficient learning. In addition to it, we expect a reinforcement of the learning 
agent by repeating more play.  
6. Conclusion 
 In this study, we conducted experiments that measure an effectiveness that the learning agent using FALCON learns interactively. 
From experimental results, we confirm that the interactive learning is effective, when the human player who becomes the 
opponent of the learning agent has slightly stronger than the learning agent. In addition, we expect reinforcement of the learning 
agent by playing more games.  
In the experiments, we had the learning agent be reinforced by the interactive learning. However, the learning agent could not 
learn well when human players were too strong. Then, the authors consider that it is necessary to play games against humans 
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Fig. 5. The change of the average penalty ratio of the learning agent. 
 
who are not only strong but also weak, since the learning agent can learn good cards to play by positive feedback only when the 
learning agent did not obtain penalty points, while negative feedback is dominant when the opponent players are too strong. 
A future task is to further improve the effectiveness of learning. We believe that the learning agent performs learning suitable 
for Hearts more by changing the value. For example, don’t change weight of FALCON at one trick and do evaluate a result of 
the whole game. Because, the card played in the first half of the game affects games after played it. In addition, in this study, we 
determined the feedback is positive when the learning agent obtained no penalty points, otherwise the feedback is negative. Other than a 
penalty point, to consider whether the learning agent becomes the lead player might be also important. Therefore, we expect to get different 
results by adopting it in order to determine the feedback. 
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